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“This rapid response program will bring together 
theorists, experimentalists, and accelerator 

physicists with the ultimate goal of charting a 
collaborative international path for a muon 

collider.”

Coordinating efforts among international collaborations 
Developing the physics case for a demonstrator facility 

Assessing the central needs and opportunities for theory, 
experiment, and accelerator physics 

Building bridges to the broader particle physics community. 



Physics Program
Week 1 Week 2

Links to slides & videos

https://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/muoncollider-m23/
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What are the technical 
challenges?

Electroweak SM Physics

Achieving sufficient Luminosity

Beam induced background

Detector performance/acceptance

Money

BSM at High Energy*

Neutrino Synergies

“No Showstoppers Identified”

Precision & Energy Frontier
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Physics Summary: Electroweak

246 GeV 1 TeV 10 TeV

Non-decoupling new

 physics preventing


 EW restoration?

How do we demonstrate

EW restoration?

EW radiation for 

precision calculations or 


novel signatures?

[Craig, Liu, Luty, Wulzer]



Physics Summary: SM as Deliverables

What is the physics case for Muon collider?

Higgs Physics –
HVV, Hff, exotic decays 

Diboson physics –
VV/HH, VVV/HHH etc.

Ginzburg-Landau potential, 
Unitarity in VV scattering, 
Is the Higgs a PNGB?

Top physics –
ttbar, Htt and etc.

Is EWSB natural?
Colored partners
of the SM top?

Jet physics –
multijet, boosted jet, etc. 

Where is dark matter? 
Other new particles?

Standard Model is our no-lose theorem!!

Microscopic nature of the Higgs?

New phenomena–
weak jets/neutrino jet

Restoration of 
unbroken SU(2)xU(1)??

Is it the SM Higgs?

11

LHC (now)

(If you like this way of presenting Higgs self-coupling precision, please feel free 
to use it! The inspiration came from conversations with R. Petrossian-Byrne.) 

See talks by I. Low & M. Forslund

12

Is it the SM Higgs?

C (10 TeV)μ

HL-LHC

[Craig, Low, Meade]

“Higgs is the key to everything”
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Zeroth Order
Let’s get a high-energy muon collider running!

• Energy Resolution (comparable to current)

•Granularity (comparable to current)

(Any reasonable detector performance would deliver 
baseline physics goals)

Dive deeply into the 10~TeV realm.

Synergies with FCCee/hh detectors

Need R&D funding
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Physics Summary: Sustainability 
FCC claims of sustainability can be misleading

Muon Colliders are compact, efficient machines

[ ]

We need an arXiv-level sustainability study for MuC

[Holmes & Meade]

[Bullard]



Early Career 
Perspectives 



Physics case is most 
important. 

Develop sharp physics goals to motivate staging rather 
than warp physics to “easiest/cheapest” options.



We need to play nice with 
others.  

A muon collider—as compelling as we all think it is—is an 
expensive risk. If we can build an honest physics case for 

why other fields benefit, or how we can synergies with 
other experiments, that is our best chance at funding.



The US wants a MuC. 
We are collaborating and competing; internationally we 
can pool resources and develop a more complete case 

for getting this machine built.



We know it’s hard— 
We still want to do it. 

To retain talent and enthusiasm in the field, we need to 
value EC perspectives & convince others this is a feasible 

option.



A Muon Collider is Possible— 
Now is the time to go for it


